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Synopsis Hormones coordinate the co-expression of behavioral, physiological, and morphological traits, giving rise to

correlations among traits and organisms whose parts work well together. This article considers the implications of these

hormonal correlations with respect to the evolution of hormone-mediated traits. Such traits can evolve owing to changes

in hormone secretion, hormonal affinity for carrier proteins, rates of degradation and conversion, and interaction with

target tissues to name a few. Critically, however, we know very little about whether these changes occur independently or

in tandem, and thus whether hormones promote the evolution of tight phenotypic integration or readily allow the parts

of the phenotype to evolve independently. For example, when selection favors a change in expression of hormonally

mediated characters, is that alteration likely to come about through changes in hormone secretion (signal strength),

changes in response to a fixed level of secretion (sensitivity of target tissues), or both? At one extreme, if the phenotype is

tightly integrated and only the signal responds via selection’s action on one or more hormonally mediated traits, adaptive

modification may be constrained by past selection for phenotypic integration. Alternatively, response to selection may

be facilitated if multivariate selection favors new combinations that can be easily achieved by a change in signal strength.

On the other hand, if individual target tissues readily ‘‘unplug’’ from a hormone signal in response to selection, then

the phenotype may be seen as a loose confederation that responds on a trait-by-trait basis, easily allowing adaptive

modification, although perhaps more slowly than if signal variation were the primary mode of evolutionary response.

Studies reviewed here and questions for future research address the relative importance of integration and independence

by comparing sexes, individuals, and populations. Most attention is devoted to the hormone testosterone (T) and

a songbird species, the dark-eyed junco (Junco hyemalis).

Introduction

Hormones influence the evolution of sexual

dimorphism, alternative phenotypes, trade-offs in

life histories, and the development and evolution of

complex phenotypes. The objective of this article is

to consider how hormonally mediated suites of traits

evolve, e.g., one at a time or collectively. The article

will be partly a review of existing studies, partly

suggestions for future study, and partly speculative.

We begin with terminology. A hormone, acting

as a signal, can influence multiple tissues known as

targets because the target tissues express protein

receptors that bind the hormone. Exposure to the

hormone alters the cellular metabolism of the targets,

often because the signal–target interaction induces or

suppresses gene transcription. Exposure of multiple

targets to a signal leads to coordinated expression

of a network of traits that may be called a suite

or a syndrome. By analogy with genetic processes,

the ability of one hormone signal to interact with

multiple targets to influence multiple traits has

been referred to as hormonal pleiotropy, and the

correlations among traits mediated by the same

hormone as hormonal correlations (Ketterson and

Nolan 1999; Flatt et al. 2005; Zera et al. 2007;

Ducrest et al. 2008; McGlothlin and Ketterson

2008; Mills 2008b; Williams 2008).

Over developmental and evolutionary time,

hormone signals may vary in their strength or

pattern of release. The sensitivity of target tissues to

a hormone signal can also vary, e.g., targets may

become more or less sensitive or even insensitive if,

for example, they no longer express a receptor

protein or they produce a gene product constitu-

tively without a hormonal prompt. Such hormonal

insensitivity at the target can lead to the loss of
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phenotypic traits that were formerly coordinated in

expression by a hormone signal. This ability of tis-

sues to separate themselves from the influence of a

hormone is an endocrine example of independence.

The term phenotypic integration has been used to

refer to the network of multivariate relationships

among behavioral, physiological, and morphological

traits that describe the organism (Pigliucci and

Preston 2004). Integration is a matter of degree.

It may be tight or loose depending on the relative

resistance of the multivariate relationships to change.

To emphasize extremes, we use phenotypic integration

to imply tight (resistant to change) connections

between hormone signals and hormonally mediated

traits, and phenotypic independence to refer to con-

nections that are readily uncoupled (Bass and Lester

1983; Conner and Sterling 1996; Conner 2002).

Hormone–target interactions can be far more

complex than just portrayed (Ball and Balthazart

2008). Hormone signals are not only secreted at

varying levels in varying temporal patterns, they are

also broken down at differing rates, transported by

carrier proteins in ways that make them unavailable

to the target, and often are metabolized into new

active forms at the target (Ketterson and Nolan

1999; Nijhout 2003). Some hormones act on many

tissues; others are confined to a few, and not all act

by influencing gene transcription. Again, the distinc-

tion between integration and independence is surely

graded, e.g., loss of hormone sensitivity at one target

may indicate independence, but to the extent that

other targets remain under the influence of the

hormone, the hormonal phenotype may still be

relatively tightly integrated. Future treatments may

address these complexities, but for now we simply

acknowledge them and proceed with the analysis.

Adaptation and constraint

Consideration of hormonal integration of the

phenotype leads quickly to questions of adaptation

and constraint, and the potential for tight integration

to limit evolutionary change. The degree to which

adaptive divergence may be facilitated or retarded

by suites of hormonally correlated characters has

become an area of contention among behavioral

ecologists and endocrinologists (Sinervo and

Svensson 1998; Hau 2007; Adkins-Regan 2008;

Lessells 2008; McGlothlin and Ketterson 2008).

Indeed Hau (2007) named the alternatives referred

to here (integration and independence) as the

evolutionary constraint hypothesis and the evolutionary

potential hypothesis. To the degree that phenotypic

correlations are mediated by hormonal correlations

in a manner analogous to genetic correlations, the

rate of evolution may be slowed and the directions

in which change can occur may be reduced (Pigliucci

2004). Importantly, however, tight correlations may

themselves be the product of past selection for an

organism whose parts work well together (Schwenk

and Wagner 2004; McGlothlin and Ketterson 2008),

and they can facilitate future adaptive change (Merilä

and Björklund 2004; Agrawal and Stinchcombe

2009). This property of tight hormonal correlations,

i.e., their potential to hasten, as well retard, the

rate of evolution, is a reason we prefer the term

‘‘phenotypic integration’’ to ‘‘evolutionary con-

straint’’, but a shortcoming of both terms is that

they attempt to capture the impact of hormonally

mediated suites on the evolutionary process with a

dichotomy when the variation to be explained is

surely quantitative in nature.

We anticipate that tight integration of hormonally

mediated traits (Hau’s evolutionary constraint

hypothesis) may play an important role within a

species, both by maintaining stasis and by constrain-

ing the directions that evolution may take, but

also by permitting rapid evolutionary responses to

fluctuating environments. Hormonal independence

(Hau’s evolutionary potential hypothesis), on the

other hand, may play a more important role in per-

mitting new arrangements of hormonally mediated

traits during marked environmental change or

cladogenesis.

Phenotypic integration and
independence of hormonally mediated
traits: experimental studies

Several lines of evidence can be brought to bear

on the relative importance of integration and inde-

pendence in accounting for variation in hormonally

mediated suites of traits and their evolution.

Experimental studies in which the strength of

the hormone signal is manipulated, e.g., by using

hormone implants to elevate plasma levels of a

hormone, provide one approach. Altered phenotypic

expression in response to experimentally altered

hormone levels is evidence of integration; no

change in expression suggests insensitivity to the

signal (Lynn et al. 2002, 2005; Lynn 2008) or

independence. Fitness measures in altered individuals

can also be informative. For example, if the altered

phenotype has greater fitness than the norm, it

suggests that evolution is constrained in its ability

to lead to an optimal phenotype (Ketterson and

Nolan 1999).
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For groupings of individuals that normally differ

in hormonally mediated phenotype, e.g., males and

females, an overly simplistic application of strong

phenotypic integration would predict that if males

and females were to express the same circulating

levels of the hormone signal, then their phenotypes

would be the same. Past selection for phenotypic

independence would predict that similar hormone

levels would not lead to similar phenotypic expres-

sion. By altering hormone levels experimentally and

relating the engineered phenotypes to each other

and to fitness, we can ask whether past selection

has led to divergence in mechanisms of mediation

and whether future selection would act against

natural equivalents of the experimentally altered

phenotypes.

The hormone testosterone (T) is of particular

interest because of its ability to ‘‘orchestrate’’ suites

of traits related to male–male competition and sex

differences, as well as its role in life history trade-offs

(Wingfield et al. 2001). In male birds, the phenotypic

effects of experimentally elevated testosterone have

been well characterized, as has the likely effect of

elevation in T on viability, fecundity, and mating

success (Klein et al. 1997; Ketterson et al. 1999;

Wingfield et al. 2001; Westneat et al. 2003; Reed

et al. 2006). Females also produce testosterone, but

until recently its activational effects on the phenotype

of adult females have been less well documented

(Staub and DeBeer 1997; Van Duyse et al. 2002;

Ketterson et al. 2005; Moller et al. 2005; Mank

2007). [The literature on the impact of T on the

development of males and females is beyond the

scope of this article (Balthazart and Adkins-Regan

2002).] Interest in adult female testosterone has,

however, been growing (Gill et al. 2007; Peters

2007; Sandell 2007). With a few notable exceptions

(O’Neal et al. 2008; Veiga and Polo 2008), however,

studies relating experimentally elevated or natural

levels of female testosterone to components of fitness

remain to be done.

Phenotypic integration and
independence of hormonally mediated
traits: studies of natural co-variation

Another line of evidence regarding the relative

importance of integration and independence comes

from correlations among natural variation in

hormone signals, target sensitivity, phenotype, and

fitness within and among populations. If signal

strength correlates with trait expression, or if signal

strength and sensitivity of target tissues are corre-

lated, this can be taken as evidence of integration.

If phenotypic variation is achieved via differences in

target sensitivity, not signal strength, this can be

taken as evidence of independence. In an example

of signal and sensitivity working in tandem, the

reactivity of the hypothalamo–pituitary–adrenal–axis

(HPA) is known to respond to artificial selection

(Evans et al. 2006) and to be under natural selection

in the wild (Blas et al. 2007; Breuner et al. 2008).

Behavioral ecologists and evolutionary endocrinol-

ogists often treat hormones like quantitative traits

that co-vary with trait expression (Zera et al. 2007;

Fusani 2008; Williams 2008) and are subject to

modes of analysis developed for quantitative charac-

ters (McGlothlin and Ketterson 2008). This view

derives support from studies relating hormone

levels to phenotype (Solı́s and Penna 1997) and to

fitness (Comendant et al. 2003; Kempenaers et al.

2008), and to artificial-selection studies in which

selection on hormone levels has altered phenotype

or vice versa (Gross and Siegel 1985; Zera et al.

2007; Williams 2008). Very few studies have

attempted to measure the degree of co-variation

among individuals in hormone values and multiple

phenotypic traits, much less fitness, and more such

studies are needed (McGlothlin and Ketterson 2008).

Further, there are very few studies of natural

selection on suites of hormone-mediated traits or

even on natural variation in hormones themselves

(McGlothlin and Ketterson 2008; Mills 2008a).

Figure 1 depicts how traits within a hormone-

mediated suite may evolve in response to divergent

natural selection. The pattern of co-variation

between two traits (z1, z2) within a population is

depicted as an ellipse, whose major (long) axis is

determined by the degree to which variation in the

traits is mediated by common reliance on the

strength of a hormonal signal. Residual variation

(the minor axis) is mediated by relative individual

differences in the hormonal sensitivity of the tissues

(e.g., muscle, brain, and epidermis) that underlie

the traits. Figure 1A depicts an ancestral population

in which two traits co-vary owing to variation in

signal strength. Such a population may evolve via a

number of different pathways. If evolution occurs

primarily by way of a change in the strength of the

signal (or less parsimoniously via coordinated change

in sensitivity of the target), descendent populations

should evolve along the major axis of variation and,

among populations, the means of both traits should

evolve in the same direction (i.e., by both increasing

or decreasing, giving rise to the populations to the

right or left of center) (Fig. 1B). Alternatively, evo-

lution could proceed owing to change in only the

relative sensitivities of target tissues, which may
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displace the trait means of populations along the

minor axis (i.e., z1 relatively more sensitive in

lower right population, z2 relatively more sensitive

in upper left population) (Fig. 1C). Yet another

possibility is that phenotypic independence could

be achieved by an evolutionary loss of sensitivity in

one target tissue (loss of sensitivity in z1 in upper left

population, loss of sensitivity in z2 in lower right

population) (Fig. 1D). This would allow populations

to diverge in any direction, as the two traits are no

Fig. 1 Relationships between two phenotypic variables mediated by the same hormone. In (A) two traits in a hypothetical population,

z1 and z2, are correlated, as represented by the ellipse. Mechanistically, the correlation is mediated by variation in a signal (e.g.,

hormone concentration), which determines the major axis of the ellipse. The minor axis of the ellipse is determined by variation in the

relative sensitivity of the target tissues involved in the expression of the trait. In other words, residual variation is mediated by the

extent to which the tissues involved in z1 expression differ in sensitivity from those involved in z2 expression. In (B–D), the ancestral

population has given rise to two new populations where evolution of the hormonal suite has occurred. In (B), only the strength of the

signal has evolved. In each descendant population, the means of z1 and z2 have evolved in the same direction, such that population

means are correlated across populations in the same way as are individuals within populations. Note that such a pattern could also

occur by coordinated evolution of target sensitivities (i.e., both z1 and z2 tissues become more or less sensitive). In (C), evolution has

occurred primarily by adjusting the relative sensitivity of targets. In the right-hand population, the target(s) that affect z1 have become

more sensitive while the target(s) that affect z2 have become less sensitive; and in the left-hand population, the target(s) that affect z2

have become more sensitive while the target(s) that affect z1 have become less sensitive. The means of z1 and z2 have evolved in

opposite directions. Co-variation within populations is unchanged, but population means are no longer correlated in the same way. In

(D), one trait has become dissociated from the hormonal suite altogether, perhaps by loss of sensitivity of the target to the signal.

The two traits are no longer correlated in either of the derived populations, and the means of the two traits have evolved in opposite

directions.
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longer correlated by the hormonal signal. Of course,

these evolutionary pathways are not mutually exclu-

sive. We know of no examples, as yet, that reveal the

relative frequency of these modes of divergence with

respect to hormones, but note that others have

addressed the nature of selection on complex char-

acters in relation to morphology or morphology and

performance (Arnold 1983; Blows 2007; Irschick

et al. 2008).

It is important to note that endocrinologists have

generally remained skeptical about the predictive

power of hormone signal-phenotype relationships

among individuals (Adkins-Regan 2005; Hau 2007;

Ball and Balthazart 2008; Fusani 2008; Williams

2008). Hormones are inherently variable enabling

plastic responses to changing environments. The

prevailing view among endocrinologists has been

that plasma hormones are ‘‘permissive’’. In this

view, once hormone concentration exceeds a thresh-

old, further elevation of the hormone does not

enhance expression of the trait (Adkins-Regan

2005, 2008; Ball and Balthazart 2008; Williams

2008). Even apparent co-variation between hormone

levels and phenotype can be explained by supposing

individual variation in thresholds, i.e., sensitivity

(Hews and Moore 1997). The skepticism derives

support from ‘‘negative’’ data in which hormone

levels and phenotype have not been correlated

(Adkins-Regan 2005), and from studies of castrates

in which the same dose of hormone has elicited very

different behavioral responses (Ball and Balthazart

2008). Clearly there is more to learn.

Population comparisons of variation
in hormonal responsiveness and in
testosterone-mediated characters

Debate surrounds the question of whether adaptive

divergence among populations can be retarded by

hormonal mediation of suites of characters (Hau

2007; Adkins-Regan 2008; Lessells 2008; McGlothlin

and Ketterson 2008). On the one hand, the diversity

of hormonal mechanisms in nature is incontrovert-

ible evidence that relationships can be overcome,

given enough time (Adkins-Regan 2008). On the

other hand, females often express male-typical traits

at lower levels, and specific examples, e.g., the shape

of the female spotted hyena’s enlarged phallus,

suggest a degree of inertia when it comes to the

evolution of hormone-mediated development

(Frank 1997; Drea et al. 1998; Emerson 2000).

Arguments and theory based on quantitative

genetics note the retarding effect of strong genetic

(and thus perhaps hormonal) correlations on

evolutionary outcomes (McGlothlin and Ketterson

2008). In this view, phenotypic correlations that

are built-up through correlational selection in one

environment may prove at least a temporary

impediment to an adaptive evolutionary response

to a changed environment. Hau (2007) recom-

mended that we approach these issues by comparing

subspecies or populations. Because evolutionary

endocrinology is such a young discipline (Zera

et al. 2007), relatively few direct comparisons of

hormonally mediated characters and their underlying

mechanisms have been made across populations, but

see Emerson and Hess (1996), Moore et al. (2005)

and Sparkman et al. (2009). More such comparisons

should prove fruitful.

Variation in sensitivity of target tissues
to testosterone in relation to phenotypic
integration and independence

Resolution of the relative importance of integration

and independence will require more knowledge of

sources of variation in the mechanisms underlying

variation in target sensitivity at multiple levels

(Kabelik et al. 2006, 2008). Recent advances have

provided methods, some quantitative, for assessing

sensitivity (Ball and Balthazart 2008). Immunocyto-

chemistry (ICC) can, for example, detect variation in

gene products and thus in the density of hormone

receptors, and in situ hybridization can detect

variation in mRNAs and thus in variation of

transcripts for hormone receptors and steroid

metabolizing enzymes (Silverin et al. 2004; Forlano

et al. 2006; Ball and Balthazart 2008).

Two recent studies have used in situ hybridization

to compare seasonal and sexual differences in steroid

sensitivity in key nuclei of the brain (Canoine et al.

2007; Voigt and Goymann 2007). Spotted antbirds

are aggressive during both the breeding and non-

breeding season, despite nonbreeding season declines

in testosterone. Apparently sensitivity of the brain

increases in ways that compensate: androgen receptor

(AR) transcript in the nucleus taeniae (nT), a brain

nucleus associated with aggression, increases during

the nonbreeding season. Similarly, in black coucals,

a polyandrous African bird species that exhibits

‘‘sex role reversal’’, females are more aggressive and

less parental than are males. Importantly, males have

higher circulating levels of testosterone, whereas

females exhibit greater AR mRNA expression in the

(nT) (Voigt and Goymann 2007), further apparent

evidence of phenotypic independence.

Most studies investigating the mechanistic links

between hormone signals and target phenotypes, to
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date, have used ICC or in situ hybridization to com-

pare variation among groups (i.e., between sexes or

between breeding versus nonbreeding individuals).

Characterizing individual variation in the mecha-

nistic links along hormone-signaling pathways

should be an important next step in understanding

the evolutionary significance of hormone–phenotype

relationships. For example, one question discussed in

greater detail below is whether signal concentrations

and receptor densities consistently co-vary within

individuals (integration) or whether signal and

receptors may respond independently to modulate

the expression of a performance trait (independence).

Relationship of past and present junco
research to phenotypic integration
and independence

We study an abundant north-temperate songbird,

the dark-eyed junco (Junco hyemalis) that has

received intensive study (e.g., Deviche et al. 2000;

Nolan et al. 2002; Meddle et al. 2006; Mila et al.

2007). Juncos are quantitatively dimorphic in wing

length and amount of white in the outer tail feathers

(tail white), a trait that when manipulated enhances

male but not female attractiveness and social status

in winter (Holberton et al. 1989; Hill et al. 1999;

Wolf et al. 2004; McGlothlin et al. 2005). The sexes

differ qualitatively in vocal behavior (typically only

males sing) and parental behavior (only females

incubate). Juncos are territorial when breeding

and form socially monogamous bonds, but they fre-

quently produce young via extra-pair fertilizations

(�24%) (Raouf et al. 1997; Ketterson et al. 1998;

Reed et al. 2006; Price et al. 2008). Females build

the nest (clutch size, 3–4; brood number, 1–3);

both sexes care for nestlings and fledglings. Nest

predation is common in most years; site fidelity is

nearly complete among males, less so among females,

and least among offspring (�15%) (Nolan et al.

2002).

Recent molecular data suggest that the six to eight

sub-species of junco have radiated from a common

ancestor during only the past 10,000 years; yet juncos

exhibit marked geographic divergence in plumage

coloration, morphometric measures, and life-history

traits such as duration of the breeding season and

migratory behavior (see Fig. 2) (Nolan et al. 2002;

Mila et al. 2007).

We have studied the Carolina subspecies of the

slate-colored junco, J. hyemalis carolinensis, in

Virginia (VA) for many years, and have recently

begun to study junco populations in California

(CA, J. hyemalis thurberi) and South Dakota (SD,

J. hyemalis aikini). In CA, we focus on two popula-

tions of the Oregon junco that have been the subject

of recent and important studies by Price and

colleagues (Rasner et al. 2004; Yeh 2004; Yeh and

Price 2004; Price et al. 2008). In SD, we study the

white-winged junco, an endemic to the Black Hills,

which is distinctive in being the largest sub-species of

junco and also the one that has the most white in

the tail (Nolan et al. 2002; Fig. 2).

Our research has progressed in three stages. The

first stage involved experimental manipulation of

male phenotypes using testosterone (T) implants;

the second stage involved similar studies on females;

and the third stage related individual variation in

male testosterone to phenotypic characters identified

as hormone-sensitive in the first stage. All stages

were directed toward increasing understanding of

how hormone-mediated characters evolve.

Fig. 2 Phenotypic variation across the geographic range of Junco.

The colored areas on the map represent breeding ranges of eight

genetically differentiated groups of juncos abbreviated as follows

(clockwise from the south): VOJU, volcano junco, dark-orange;

YEJU, yellow-eyed junco, yellow-orange; RBJU, red-backed junco,

green; GHJU, grey-headed junco, green; ORJU, Oregon junco,

bright blue; SCJU, slate-colored junco, light blue; WWJU, white

winged junco, medium blue; PSJU, pink-sided junco, grey-blue

(after Mila et al. 2007) (� 2007 Royal Society). Asterisks indicate

populations studied by our research group in CA, SD, and VA.
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Studies of juncos involving experimental
elevation of testosterone

Experimental elevation of T in male juncos led to the

conclusion that testosterone plays a potentially key

role in trade-offs between mating effort and parental

effort and between reproductive effort and self-

maintenance. This work has been summarized a

number of times and we will not repeat details

here (Ketterson et al. 1996, 2001, 2005; Ketterson

and Nolan 1999). Briefly these manipulations

indicated that male juncos with higher-than-normal

levels of testosterone should out-compete those with

typical levels owing to greater extra-pair mating

success that outweighed the cost of greater mortality

(Reed et al. 2006). The fact that higher T-levels have

not evolved led to the ‘‘constraint hypothesis’’, which

posited that phenotypic, and potentially genetic,

correlations between the sexes might retard the

evolution of higher testosterone in males (Clotfelter

et al. 2004).

To address this alternative, we elevated testos-

terone experimentally in females and asked whether

T-treated females exhibited male-typical traits or trait

values, and, if so, whether these traits put them

at a fitness disadvantage. The implanting phase of

the research, now completed, has shown that T

enhances female aggression, suppresses immune

function, and elevates corticosterone and corticoster-

one-binding globulin (Zysling et al. 2006). T had no

detectable effect on incubation or defense of eggs

against predators, initially suggesting that unlike in

males, parental behavior in females is insensitive to

experimentally elevated T (Clotfelter et al. 2004).

Recently, however, we found that while T does not

suppress feeding of nestlings, it does suppress defense

of nests during the nestling period (O’Neal et al.

2008).

With respect to fitness of females, the strongest

determinants of fecundity are likely to be whether

a female initiates a nest and how successful she is

at escaping nest predators. To date, females treated

with testosterone initiated fewer nests than did

females treated as controls (49% of 80 T-females

versus 66% of 97 C-females, chi-square, P50.003,

ED Ketterson, unpublished data), an observation

which suggests that treatment with T suppresses ini-

tiation of reproduction. However, reproduction was

not suppressed in all females. This observation is

highly relevant to issues raised by integration and

independence because it suggests variation in

females’ sensitivity to treatment with T.

For those females that laid eggs, clutch size did

not differ between treatments (ED Ketterson, unpub-

lished data). Significantly, however, nest success was

suppressed by testosterone treatment (O’Neal et al.

2008). Of females that nested, the percentage of

females producing at least one fledgling from a

nest was greater in controls (C-females) than in T-

treated females (49% of 92 C-females 30% of 63 T-

females). Finally with respect to viability, T does not

appear to influence survival (annual return, T-

females 32% of 81 T-females, 34% or 95 C-females),

but analysis of data is incomplete. Data on extra-pair

parentage are still forthcoming.

To return to our stated goal, which was to

see whether experimental elevation of T in females

supported integration or independence, and thus

whether the sexes were free to evolve independently,

we compared the traits that we studied in both sexes

(Table 1). The comparison revealed traits that were

similarly affected in both males and females (defense

of offspring, immune function, corticosterone, and

molt), as well as traits that were not (provisioning

of offspring).

Table 1 Comparing sexes for sensitivity/insensitivity to experimentally elevated T (þ, treatment enhanced mean trait value, �,

treatment reduced mean trait value)

Trait Males Females Source

Attractiveness þ � (Enstrom et al. 1997; Ketterson et al. 2005)

Song þ n/aa (Ketterson et al. 1992; n/a)

Incubate eggs n/a nddb (n/a; Clotfelter et al. 2004)

Feed offspring � ndd (Ketterson et al. 1992; Schoech et al. 1998; Clotfelter et al. 2004; O’Neal et al. 2008)

Defend offspring � � (Cawthorn et al. 1998; O’Neal et al. 2008)

Immune function � � (Casto et al. 2001; Zysling et al. 2006)

Corticosterone, CBGc
þ þ (Klukowski et al. 1997; Zysling et al. 2006)

Molt � � (Nolan et al. 1992; Clotfelter et al. 2004)

an/a, not applicable because trait is typically expressed in only one sex; T-treated females occasionally sang but frequency was not quantified;

males do not incubate; bndd, no (statistically) detectable difference; cCBG, corticosteroid binding globulin.
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The combined studies of implanted males and

females provide evidence for phenotypic integra-

tion of the functional relationship between T

and immune function, stress physiology, molt and

nest-defense behavior. However, the data also

provide evidence for phenotypic independence with

regard to the relationship between T and feeding of

offspring, as well as morphology and behavior

associated with attractiveness to mates. The studies

also suggest that prolonged natural elevation of T

in females might reduce fecundity by suppressing

reproduction or by increasing nest predation, but

that not all females are equally affected.

We conclude that the evidence is consistent

with both integration and independence, but the

impact may be one of constraint in that evolution

of testosterone-mediated characters in male juncos

may well be restricted by the potential impact

that this might have on phenotype and fitness in

females.

Studies of juncos addressing natural
variation in signal strength

There are, of course, limitations to the conclusions

that can be drawn from studies employing implants

(Zera et al. 2007; Fusani 2008). Implants can

interfere with homeostatic mechanisms that nor-

mally regulate hormone secretion and with normal

interactions among hormones. This is particularly

true if implanting animals creates distributions of

variation in hormone signal or target traits that lie

outside the normal range of variation. Hence a fuller

understanding of the maintenance of variation in

male and female testosterone requires that we

assess natural variation in circulating testosterone

and relate that variation to survival and reproductive

success.

To assess natural variation in testosterone in

male juncos, we chose to measure the responsiveness

of the hypothalamo-pituitary-gonadal (HPG) axis,

using methods described by Jawor et al. (2006).

We challenged males and females with GnRH,

which stimulates release of luteinizing hormone

(LH), which in turn stimulates release of T by the

gonads. Briefly, we collected an initial blood sample

(initial T), injected the pectoral muscle with a solu-

tion of GnRH-I, and exactly 30 min after the injec-

tion took a second blood sample to measure post-

challenge T. The difference between initial T and

post-challenge T was computed as the rise in T in

response to GnRH (Jawor et al. 2006). Importantly,

testosterone levels produced after a GnRH challenge

are repeatable (Jawor et al. 2006) and are correlated

with natural increases in testosterone produced in

response to a simulated territorial intrusion

(McGlothlin et al. 2008).

Published results on juncos in VA reveal signifi-

cant among-male covariation in testosterone and

testosterone-mediated characters. Specifically, males

that readily elevate testosterone in response to

physiological or social stimulation are more aggres-

sive, more ornamented, and less parental.

Conversely, males that less readily elevate testoster-

one are less aggressive, less ornamented, and more

parental (Fig. 3). Further, males with higher initial

levels of testosterone have less robust immune

function (Fig. 3). Note that the relationship of the

phenotypic characters to the measures of T varies.

In some cases the tightest correlation was with

initial T, in others with post-challenge T, and in

still others with rise in T in response to GnRH.

These variables are highly inter-correlated, and we

do not yet know what meaning to ascribe to the

variability in which correlation with phenotype was

the strongest.

Importantly, these results provide surprisingly

strong qualitative validation of the conclusions

drawn from the experimental implant studies,

which revealed that T enhances phenotypic traits

related to mating effort at the cost of traits related

to parental effort and self-maintenance. The newer

results also leave unanswered questions.

One critical unanswered question is the nature of

the relationship between T in response to GnRH and

fitness as measured by survival, mating success,

and fecundity. Results of our implant studies (Reed

et al. 2006), which showed reduced survivorship in

T-treated males, would predict directional viability

selection opposing males with high levels of T in

response to GnRH. However, because we have no

experimental data on males with lower-than-average

circulating levels of testosterone, an alternative and

equally proper prediction would be that viability

selection on T in response to GnRH should be

stabilizing. The experimental data revealing greater

mating success of T-treated males would predict

positive directional sexual selection on T in response

to GnRH (Reed et al. 2006). Data analyzed thus far

from two breeding seasons indicate that survival

selection on the change in T in response to GnRH

is indeed stabilizing, acting to maintain this response

at intermediate values (J.W. McGlothlin et al.,

manuscript in preparation; Fig. 4). Analyses of

viability and fecundity selection on T in response

to GnRH are still underway (J.W. McGlothlin

et al., manuscript in preparation).
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Comparing junco populations for
variation in T in response to GnRH
and testosterone-mediated characters,
preliminary findings

A goal of our recent and largely preliminary research

has been to determine whether patterns of natural

variation in T observed within one population will

generalize to other populations of the junco and in

so doing to ask whether the results provide support

for phenotypic integration or independence. The

working hypothesis under phenotypic integration

is that hormone–phenotype relationships will be

stable across populations and can be used to predict

among-population variation in the levels of expres-

sion of T-mediated traits. Alternatively, under

independence, hormone–phenotype relationships

will vary among populations. Integration would be

supported by situations in which a change in signal

strength indicates a change in phenotype; indepen-

dence would be supported by a situation in which

the same signal strength induces different phenotypic

values across populations (Fig. 1). These predictions

can be stated in terms more particular to the system

being studied.

Prediction 1: Under integration, the pattern of

co-variation between T in response to GnRH and

phenotype documented in VA predicts similar

relations in other populations, i.e., males with

stronger responses to GnRH will have whiter tails,

be more aggressive and less parental. Under indepen-

dence, T in response to GnRH need not co-vary with

phenotype as observed in VA.

The CA populations are particularly interesting

because one of them colonized an urban environ-

ment only very recently (�1980), and based on

Fig. 3 Individual covariation between testosterone and associated traits in male slate-colored (Carolina) juncos from VA. Testosterone

in response to a GnRH challenge co-varied positively with tail white (A; McGlothlin et al. 2008) (� 2007 European Society of

Evolutionary Biology), negatively with complement immune activity (B; Grieves et al. 2006) (� 2006 British Ecological Society),

positively with aggressive behavior (C; McGlothlin et al. 2007) (� 2007 by the University of Chicago) and negatively with parental

behavior (D; McGlothlin et al. 2007) (� 2007 by The University of Chicago).
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common garden results has undergone rapid

evolution in the direction of reduced amount of

white in the tail and of smaller body size when

compared to a nearby ancestral population (Yeh

2004). The CA populations also differ in aggressive-

ness and vocal behavior (Newman et al. 2006, 2008),

breeding phenology (Price et al. 2008) and parental

behavior (J.W. Atwell et al., manuscript in prepara-

tion). In fact, the complex of traits expressed in the

urban CA population that colonized the University

of California San Diego is just what would be

predicted if the suite of character changes from

the ancestral population were achieved by a dialing

down of T in response to GnRH, as would be pre-

dicted by phenotypic integration. This leads to

Prediction 2.

Prediction 2: Within-population relationships

between T in response to GnRH and amount of

white on the tail in VA may be used to predict

that among populations, rise in T should be greater

in populations with greater extent of tail white and

less in populations with lesser amount of white.

Similarly, aggression should be higher in the

population with more white in the tail (SD) and

less in the population with the lesser amount

(CA-colonist). Conversely, based on the VA relation-

ship between tail white and T in response to GnRH,

parental behavior should be lower in SD and higher

in the CA-colonist (see Table 2).

Thus far we have challenged more than 150 males

with GnRH in CA and more than 80 males in SD.

We have yet to determine whether T in response to

GnRH co-varies with traits, as would be predicted

from relationships in VA (Prediction 1), although

preliminary data from SD indicates that tail white

is greater in males with greater increases in T

(Bergeon Burns and Cain, preliminary data). We

report this not as conclusive but as indicative of

the kinds of specific predictions that will be tested.

Information regarding Prediction 2 is presented in

Table 2. The data from the two California popula-

tions support Prediction 2. T in response to GnRH

and T after a simulated territorial intrusion (STI) are

greater in CA-A than CA-C, as is tail white, while

parental behavior is lower. Comparing SD to VA,

T in response to GnRH and tail white are both

higher in SD, as would be predicted. However, if

we rank all four populations with respect to tail

white, the match with T in response to GnRH is

not in the predicted rank order. More observations

will provide greater confidence in any patterns,

as some of these data are quite preliminary; but to

date we see support for both integration and

independence.

Table 2 Mean values for tail white, parental behavior, and

aggression across populations and in relation to T in response

to GnRH

Trait VA CA-A CA-C SD

Tail white (sum) 2.29a 2.64f 2.21f 3.57h

Tail white (%) 38a 44f 37f 60h

Parental behavior (visits/h) 4.3b 2.53g 3.82g –

Aggression (latency in sec,

songs/10 min)

115c, 54c – – –

T, rise spring (ng/ml) 4.2d 7.2g 6.1g 5.9i

T, post STI (ng/ml) 8.3e 6.0g 2.5g –

Data from VA are published; data for CA and SD are still preliminary

and are currently under analysis by J.W. Atwell, C. Bergeon Burns,

and K. Cain.

VA (a–e): a(Wolf et al. 2004); b(Ketterson et al. 1992); c(McGlothlin

et al. 2007); d(Jawor et al. 2006); e(McGlothlin et al. 2008). CA-A and

CA-C: (f–g); f(Yeh 2004); g(Atwell et al. in preparation, data still

preliminary; SD (h–i); h(Ketterson and Nolan, unpubl.); i(Bergeon,

Cain, et al. unpubl., data quite preliminary).

Tail white (sum)¼ proportion of tail feathers that are white, summed

over right side of tail; for CA we took published percentage times 6,

then converted to a proportion. Tail white¼ computed percentage of

each feather that is white, summed over right side, divided by 6;

for VA we took published sum of proportions, converted to a

percentage, divided by 6. Parental behavior¼ feeding nestlings;

aggressive behavior¼ behavioral response after an STI; T, rise spring

= increase in T after GnRH challenge; T, post STI = T upon capture

after an STI.

Fig. 4 Frequency distributions represent T in response to GnRH

(values normalized to the mean) for individual males that

returned in the following year (‘‘returned’’, top) to those that

failed to return (‘‘did not return’’, bottom). Variance in the dis-

tribution of nonreturners was greater, and selection was stabi-

lizing (significance of stabilizing selection gradients was tested

using mixed model with binomial errors; J.W. McGlothlin et al.,

manuscript in preparation).
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Future studies of juncos assessing
variation in sensitivity of target tissues
to testosterone

We have repeatedly made the point that hormonally

mediated characters can differ in expression owing to

differences in signal strength and/or target sensitivity,

but we know surprisingly little about which occurs

more frequently in nature (but see Silverin et al.

2004). Future research on the junco will attempt to

determine how individuals shown to be strong or

weak responders to GnRH vary along each level of

the HPG. That is, are strong responders at the level

of the pituitary, also strong responders at the

level of the gonad (integration), or are they not

(independence)? Said another way, where along the

HPG axis does individual variation reside, e.g., do

individuals vary in the pituitary’s response to

GnRH (as measured by LH output in response to

GnRH) or in the gonad’s response to LH (as mea-

sured by T output in response to LH), or both?

Under phenotypic integration, we would predict a

correlation between secretion of LH in response to

GnRH and secretion of T in response to LH; under

phenotypic independence we predict no necessary

association or even a negative correlation.

A second question we propose to ask is whether

strong responders as measured by T after injection

with GnRH are also more sensitive to T, as measured

by density or transcription of hormone receptors in

key target tissues in the brain (integration), or is

there no predictable relationship between hormone

signal and receptor density (independence)? Future

research will compare neural sensitivity of strong

and weak responders to GnRH by visualizing and

quantifying neurons containing receptor proteins

using immunocytochemistry and in situ hybridiza-

tion. Co-variation between signal (T in response

to GnRH) and target (number of target cells and

intensity of hybridization of receptor/enzyme) will

be taken as evidence for the existence of strong

and weak responders ‘‘system-wide’’. That is,

individuals producing higher levels of T in response

to GnRH would also be transcribing higher quanti-

ties of androgen receptor (AR) or mRNA for AR,

i.e., they would have both strong signal and high

sensitivity. On the assumption that within-

population comparisons of strong and weak male

responders are revealing, future studies could

compare males to females within populations, and

males to males from closely related populations.

An unresolved question is whether conversion

of a circulating signal to an active signal constitutes

integration or independence. That is, if strong

responders are found to have higher levels of estro-

gen receptor or aromatase in target tissues, thereby

indicating effective conversion of testosterone

to estradiol, should that be taken as evidence of

integration (more testosterone from the gonad

promotes higher phenotypic values) or independence

(the target tissue’s response is induced by a different

hormone)? Again, these are questions for future

research and discussion and genomic approaches

may prove extremely helpful (Mank et al. 2008).

Conclusions

This article has attempted to contrast the evolution-

ary implications of tight hormone signal-driven

integration, which can constrain or facilitate adaptive

evolution, with target-based independent evolution

of hormone-mediated traits, which can be beneficial

by allowing individual traits to evolve separately

from a network of traits, but also detrimental

because building an organism one part at a time

can be slow and inefficient. Both modes of change

(signal-driven, target-based) have disadvantages and

advantages in promoting adaptation, depending on

whether the organism will benefit from change in

groups of traits or one trait at a time.

The research described here compared resem-

blance between male and female dark-eyed juncos

in their phenotypic sensitivity to experimentally

elevated testosterone. Results provided insight into

the potential for both direct and correlated responses

to selection. Data relating natural variation in T to

phenotype and fitness provided further insight into

how hormonally mediated characters can be expected

to evolve and into the role they play in phenotypic

integration and independence. Comparisons across

populations have the potential to reveal whether

hormonal traits are tightly integrated in their expres-

sion or are more independent. Mechanistic studies

relating signal and target will also increase our

understanding of the relative importance of integra-

tion and independence in evolutionary change.
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